
HALACHA SHVUI: Gd doesn’t change. Change is for beings in our low

dark world. I feel like I’m sinning, defining H’ by saying He isn’t definable.

     habbat Shalom My Pupils...

     We are speaking of Tzaraas. Times of

separation. Other times of separation

are when your rabbi is relaxing in his

office... It‘s not office hour. It’s time for

your rabbi to separate from you... You’re

a Tamei congregation. Very impure...

So much white hair in this shul. Cause

of Lashon Hara... It might be because

Bernie is in his late eighties. Maybe. I

think it’s because of Lashon Hara...

(Vayikra 13:21) ‘If the Kohen looks and

its appearance is lower than skin and

(Baheres) hair hasn’t turned white... the 

    ear Rabbi. I am trying to clean 
    my house for Pesach. What is
the best stuff to clean with?
Shalom My Dear Pupil. You want

to ensure your home is free of all

Chametz that a dog might eat.

Shpritzes. You want six to twelve

sprays. The shpritz that cleans

sinks. Shpritz that cleans sinks and

tiles. The shpritz that cleans sinks,

tiles and showers. Shpritz that

cleans off the shpritz. They are all

vital for correct Pesach cleaning.

•Spray Down Your Home and It
Will Be Kosher for Pesach Spray a

lot. Turn your home into a semi-

toxic nuclear plant. That is Kosher

for Pesach and dogs will not eat it.

A picture of a skull on the label is

important. A skull with an ‘x’ made

of bones is a comforting sign of

good Passover practice, ensuring

that your home is not edible.

•Do Not Eat the Sprays Make sure

your spray says ‘Do Not Eat.’

Otherwise, it will get confusing

when are spraying down the wood 
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The Seder went very fast.
They thought you‘re

supposed to passover it.
You get it? Passover, Pass over. Passover is the

holiday. You don‘t speed through the Seder to pass
over it. There is always room for more Passover puns.
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Kohen quarantines it for seven days.’

When there’s a question, you separate.

Bernie’s hair is white. It’s been white for

years, and we still listen to his bad

jokes... That’s not discoloration. That is

just bad use of makeup...

Quarantine. A corner of the shul for

people who make noise... Your phone

calls are loud. Now we have to hear you

chewing gum???!!! Are you just trying to

find ways to make noise?! Next is going

to be page ruffling. A corner for people

who chew gum. Next to the old single

people that scare kids.
Rivka's Notes on Rabbi Mendelchem's Sermon:
I've never seen a rabbi try so hard to bring proof from
the Torah that Bernie should not be a congregant.

and you get hungry. Yes, it says ‘Kosher for Pesach,’ but it says on the back ‘Do

not eat.’ That is very confusing. I recommend you consult your local rabbi, to see

if you should or shouldn’t eat it on Pesach. If you see the skull though, I would

suggest to stay away from eating shpritz, even if it does go well with Matzah.

•Use the Picture To help Figure out the Shpritz Picture of lemon means it cleans

lemons. Lemons on the shpritz doesn’t clean lavender. The one with purple

flowers cleans lavender. ‘For wood’ means for wood. Yet, it must have a picture

of furniture. If it doesn’t show furniture, it should only be used on branches.

•Warning: Oven cleaner takes off a layer of grease from the oven and your finger.

Shul Announcements
The solar eclipse was an amazing event. We also want to thank Dr.

Velnner’s Eye Care Associates for donating the eclipse glasses. They
were very safe, as you couldn’t see anything through them.

We ask for no gum chewing during services. It turns out that your
gum chewing is almost as loud as your phone calls and Chuching. 

We suggest hiring somebody to clean your home for Pesach. We
also require all congregants vacuum their kids before bringing
them to shul on Passover. We have seen how disgusting your

children are. Last week nobody got Kugel as it was on Ben’s shirt.

We ask members to calm down when congratulating an Aliyah to the

Torah. The high fives are a bit obsessive. You’re scaring families.

Contemporary Halacha Classes: How to Clean. How to say Yashkoych

Without Cheering. How to Avoid Bernie and Bad Jokes.

SERMONS OF REBUKE: TAZRIA

You want your Passover Shpritzes to be specific.You want your Passover Shpritzes to be specific.
The one with the lemon is for cleaning lemons.The one with the lemon is for cleaning lemons.

You want your Passover Shpritzes to be specific.You want your Passover Shpritzes to be specific.
The one with the lemon is for cleaning lemons.The one with the lemon is for cleaning lemons.
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